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This thesis adopts a novel approach to propelling and controlling the dynamics
of a vehicle by using autonomous corner modules (ACM). This configuration
is characterised by vehicle controlled functions and distributed actuation and
offers active and individual control of steering, camber, propulsion/braking and
vertical load.

Algorithms which control vehicles with ACMs from a state-space trajectory
description are reviewed and further developed. This principle involves force
allocation, where forces to each tyre are distributed within their limitations.
One force allocation procedure proposed and used is based on a constrained,
linear, least-square optimisation, where cost functions are used to favour solu-
tions directed to specific attributes.

The ACM configuration reduces tyre force constraints, due to lessen restric-
tions in wheel kinematics compared to conventional vehicles. Thus, the tyres
can generate forces considerably differently, which in turn, enables a new mo-
tion pattern. This is used to control vehicle slip and vehicle yaw independently.

The ACM shows one important potential; the extraordinary ability to en-
sure vehicle stability. This is feasible firstly due to closed-loop control of a
large number of available actuators and secondly due to better use of adhesion
potential. The ability to ensure vehicle stability was demonstrated by creating
actuator faults.

This thesis also offers an insight in ACM actuators and their interaction, as
a result of the force allocation procedure.
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This chapter provides the background for this research and introduces drivers
to advanced chassis technology where functions of vehicle dynamics are soft-
ware controlled. Contributions of design proposals exploiting this opportunity
are discussed. Finally, a brief description of the research approach adopted is
presented.

ß�àbß á%=®âäã|å	*B$'0�&5:
This research started at Volvo Car Corporation (VCC) in 2004, after a long pe-
riod of promising ACM design proposals from the inventor Mr Sigvard Zetter-
ström at VCC. The reason for the following research has been to prepare the
vehicle for the transition into a new type of chassis, partly driven by new propul-
sion technologies and energy buffers. Keeping the approaching shortage of fos-
sil fuels and the environmental challenges in mind, there is a need to understand
chassis implications in the use of alternative propulsions than those offered by
the combustion engine. New energy converters and buffers set new conditions
for the chassis development in its entirety.

In addition, there has been an interest to understand the implications of
vehicle configurations, where each corner is able to act independently with-
out any mechanical connections between the wheels and between wheels and
power source.

At the same time, Professor Annika Stensson Trigell and Johan Andreas-
son, PhD student, at KTH were in the process of investigating a new research
approach of controlling vehicles involving methods of tyre force allocation.
The thoughts behind these ideas came from knowledge of flight control. Thus,

h
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KTH started a joint research project, supported by the Swedish National Energy
Agency, designating ACM as the target for research.

ß�àpö ÷Þ*-,<;)ø5*B4
The increasingly sophisticated demands on chassis technologies are driving the
development process of vehicles toward new and refined chassis solutions for
even more modern vehicle platforms. Since nearly all chassis systems include
mechanical components, a great deal of replacements are involved. In addition,
modifications of chassis components in existing vehicles are difficult to carry
through since the mechanical components can rarely be tuned to perfection. As
a result, there has been an increasing interest in new chassis solutions, as an
alternative to the state-of-the-art options, where attributes of vehicle dynamics
are determined by software implementations.

There has been extensive research into the use of active chassis components
to enable new vehicle dynamic functions in conventional vehicles. However,
vehicles that allow each tyre to generate forces in perpendicular directions and
also allow all tyres to be fully independently controlled, have not gained equal
attention. These types of vehicles, with “freely controlled” tyre forces, en-
able a new and broader range of possible vehicle responses that cannot be per-
formed in conventional vehicles. One example of this is a new motion pattern
for vehicles for low and high speeds respectively. Since conventional vehicles
are front-steered, there are limitations to the motions that would be feasible if
wheel kinematic constraints are alleviated. If the rear wheels were allowed to
steer, parking manoeuvres would be enhanced at low speeds. Also, the vehicle
slip would be better assigned for different driving scenarios at high speed.

If tyre forces were allowed to be freely controlled and also in a closed-loop
system, even more new opportunities of vehicle dynamics could be enabled.
One of them is vehicle robustness to disturbances, which may expose the ve-
hicle to discomfort or to the risk of stability loss. Disturbances originate from
external vehicle excitations, such as side wind, or internal sources, which may
be caused by faults of vital functions. In such circumstances, conventional vehi-
cles require driver corrections of deviations from the desired motion. However,
the correction needed is restricted to the driver’s capability of handling a vehi-
cle and also to the few actuators that can be used for recovery. Alternatively, in
vehicles where tyre forces are allowed to be freely controlled in a closed-loop,
necessary corrections could be rapidly executed by all available actuators from
vehicle control commands instead. This would be supported by the driver who
acts relatively slowly, compared with the actuators, in an outer loop. Thus, this
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new type of vehicle configuration would be capable of relieving pressure from
the driver regarding his/her control task even during conditions where distur-
bances are present. As a result, vehicle comfort and stability could be better
ensured, which clearly can be used to support the implementation of driver aid
systems.

The conventional vehicle is characterised by significantly high limitations
on tyre force generation, which in turn depends on limitations of wheel geom-
etry and kinematics. One way to partially accomplish this situation is to add
active chassis components to conventional vehicles in order to resolve tyre force
restrictions. Consequently, vehicle design becomes more technically complex
due to the fact that the conventional chassis has many constraints.

From this discussion it is evident that chassis designs, where functions are
mainly software implemented and tyre forces are allowed to be freely con-
trolled, are of considerable interest.

ß�à�� ÷ øä42,3å	&��5*B$��'$@4�=8>34
Bearing in mind the discussion above, many inventions involving this class of
chassis configuration have been developed. One contribution is the autonomous
corner module (ACM), which was invented at VCC in 1998 [1]. The name
autonomous indicates that wheel forces and kinematics are individually con-
trolled, supporting a common task.

The design proposal, as illustrated in Figure 1.1 is designed to offer:

(i) A chassis design that could be reused in the development process for new
vehicle platforms.

(ii) Functions to be regulated by software.

(iii) Individual control of each wheel; propulsion/braking, steering/camber
and vertical wheel load.

This is solved by the use of a hub in-wheel motor combined with actuators for
steering/camber and vertical wheel load [2, 3].

Another contribution is the eCorner [4, 5] as illustrated in Figure 1.2a,
which is an integrated solution with an in-wheel motor and actuators on each
wheel for steering and vertical wheel load combined with a wedge brake. How-
ever, wheel camber can not be controlled in this concept.

In addition, the concept car HY-LIGHTr must be mentioned, which in-
volves a solution where in-wheel motors are combined with the individual con-
trol of the wheel suspension [6]. The vertical alignment of the wheel, provided
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Figure 1.1: (a) The ACM disclosure from patent application [1] and (b) The ACM con-
cept further developed in cooperation with MAGNA STEYR (illustration reproduced
with permission of MAGNA STEYR Fahrzeugtechnik AG & Co KG, Engineering,
Advanced Development Chassis)

by an electrical actuator, as seen in Figure 1.2b, is supported by a transverse
control arm, which can be used to roll the car body as desired (not illustrated in
Figure 1.2b). Wheel camber cannot be controlled in this concept and steering
is an ordinary rack-and-pinion.

Î��
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In order to characterise and compare the design proposals’ abilities to move
and control the wheel along different axes and directions, these concepts are
presented in Table 1.1. Here, a conventional premium vehicle is added to Ta-
ble 1.1 as a comparison. This vehicle is assumed to be four wheel driven and
provided with a McPherson front strut and multilink rear axle.

For some concepts, motion is a result from actuators performing the main
mechanical work in the close vicinity of the wheel. Here, this attribute is de-
noted distributed actuation. In some cases the degree of freedom of the wheel
is denoted as vehicle controlled (denoted as V in Table 1.1), which indicates
that the actuators’ control inputs are composed of a combination of signals
from other co-existing vehicle functions. One example to consider is vehicle
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Figure 1.2: (a) The Siemens VDO eCorner: (1) wheel rim, (2) in-wheel motor, (3) elec-
tronic wedge brake, (4) active suspension, (5) electronic steering [5] and (b) Michelin’s
wheel unit HY-LIGHTr (illustrations reproduced with permission of Siemens VDO
and Michelin respectively)

controlled steering, where signals from the vehicle and its environment can be
combined with the steering wheel angle to create the steering actuator control
input. Thus, the driver is assisted in his/her control task to follow the antic-
ipated vehicle response. On the contrary, driver controlled steering (denoted
as D in Table 1.1) is characterised by the use of steering wheel signal only to
determine the control input. The use of vehicle controlled functions embraces
a variety of control structures, which has been classified in depth for vehicles
in [7]. Table 1.1 even shows motion restrictions between wheels, which are
present for some concepts.

Wheel camber is predetermined and bound by the suspension kinematics
(denoted as B in Table 1.1) for the McPherson and the multilink suspensions.
Thus, the resulting wheel camber depends on the wheel travel only. Suspen-
sions, where camber is invariable for the entire wheel travel range with respect
to car body coordinates, is denoted as invariable in Table 1.1. However, under
the influence of lateral tyre forces, all these concepts influence the camber in
different ways due to the suspension elastokinematics. This effect is normally
not desired when handling the vehicle. However, if camber is allowed to be
vehicle controlled, this effect can be suppressed and camber can be aligned to
the performance needed.
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Table 1.1: Degrees of freedom for front and rear wheels, V=Vehicle controlled,
D=Driver controlled, I=Invariable with respect to car body coordinates, B=Bound by
wheel kinematics

ACM eCorner HY-LIGHTr Conventional
front/rear front/rear front/rear front/rear

Wheel spin V/V V/V V/V V1,2/V1,2

Steering V/V V/V D2/B D2/B
Camber V/V I/I I/I B/B
Vertical dynamics V/V V/V V/V V3/V3

1The left–right distribution of wheel torques can be changed by braking.
2Restrictions between wheels. Fixed relation between left and right steering angle.
3Semi-active damping instead of active damping and levelling.

The concepts’ ability of controlling vertical loads in a force–velocity graph
representation is often referred to as active damping and semi-active damping
respectively [8]. The former represent a class of dampers, that requires en-
ergy to be supplied directly to the actuator of the targeted actuation. Thus, the
damper is able to generate forces in all four quadrants. In contrast, semi-active
dampers do not require power supply, except for energy needed to alter the de-
sired damper rates. Normally, this damper dissipates energy by converting it to
heat. The semi-active damper is due to the non-demanding energy consump-
tion, restricted to operate in two quadrants in the force–velocity graph. Passive
dampers are restricted to operate along predefined curves in two quadrants.

From the discussion above, it is evident that all these novel design propos-
als demonstrate three things which are typical for this class of chassis config-
uration; vehicle controlled functions, few motion restrictions and distributed
actuation.

Î��
	��<Í �@LNM^T+I�� J�� UfT JKU6_aU§[��^X M2L�� IBZ2[ Z+X Z2OPJ-L��ÀO��WZ����ÀO�X ZWI
The transition from conventional vehicles to vehicles with distributed actuation,
as illustrated in Figure 1.3, implies functions to be physically implemented to
the vehicle corners. This, in turn, enables the development of a modularised
chassis configuration, where the number of chassis components, from a car
manufacturer’s perspective, can be reduced.

Vehicle controlled functions facilitate transfer functions between driver and
the actuators in question, to be more freely adopted. In addition, mechanical
connections can then be replaced by by-wire technology. Figure 1.3 illustrates
the ACM vehicle, where all chassis functions are by-wire controlled. This ve-
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hicle has the ability to change transfer functions between the driver instruments
to the vehicle controller, e.g. steering characteristics. In general, this is not
possible for conventional vehicles, where these transfer functions are fixed and
implemented by mechanical links.

Figure 1.3: ACM vehicle with vehicle controlled functions and distributed actuation
(illustration by Sigvard Zetterström)

These design proposals also indicate a trend towards electric actuation.
Nevertheless, functions can be developed using other power sources than the
electric counterparts, e.g. hydraulic power. However, pure electric concepts
are flexible for different vehicle configurations, such as; hybrid electric vehi-
cles, electric vehicles and fuel-cell vehicles. Generally the electric concepts
also provide substantially high energy efficiency. In addition, the access to
high voltage power sources in vehicles facilitate the use of high power electric
actuators.

ß�à�� �·øä4�øä=)*BâäA = �!�5*B$@=®âäA
It is a well-known fact that vehicle motion is a result of tyre forces generated
in the contact patch between tyre and ground. However, the constitution of
vehicles are characterised by engines and motors packaged at a distance from
the tyre contact patch. Given this situation, the research question is as follows:

If tyre forces are allowed to be controlled more freely and chassis
functions are distributed, what possibilities and consequences of
vehicle dynamics can be obtained?
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This research originates from the tyre forces and the ability to control them,
involving limitations of tyre forces, from the tyre itself and indirectly by ac-
tuators, which are used to generate the tyre force under consideration. This
research seeks to investigate how the range of vehicle dynamic functions are
related to tyre force generation, and in turn, bring more knowledge into differ-
ent chassis concepts supporting tyre force generation. These chassis concepts
involve components to generate propulsion torque, lateral tyre forces and verti-
cal load independently at each wheel.

Î��$#%��Î &2U^L£OlZ OlUfT+IKJ-LNM��<T2JKI
To be able to freely generate tyre forces, limitations of traditional wheel kine-
matics must be resolved. Consider the following; conventional vehicles cannot
steer the rear wheels. Consequently, lateral tyre forces cannot be generated
there, except for forces generated by the vehicle state (when rear axle slip is
present).

If tyres were exploited to the utmost, forces could be generated in direc-
tions, where the boundaries, which correspond to the tyre force limitations, are
depicted by surfaces stretched in the x-y-z space as illustrated in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Tyre force constraints

As seen, these surfaces resemble cones, where the length of them are related
to vertical tyre load and friction coefficient. The cross-section corresponds to
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the well-known friction ellipse [9].
Ideally, the vehicle is able to utilise the tyre to the utmost limits. This

means, if tyre forces are represented as vectors growing from the cone’s tip,
these forces are allowed to be generated inside the cones. However, limitations
in actuators may set constraints on the tyre resources of force generation, and
in turn, the cones become restricted [10]. One example of these restrictions is
in-wheel motors with limited peak torque, which end up with curtailed cones
along the longitudinal axis, due to limitations in possible longitudinal slip and
hence, the maximum longitudinal force.

Î��$#%�<Í (�L��<T`O)�<c^X Z U`Ì��WZ����ÀO�X Z OlUfT2J-LNU X
From interactions via driver instruments and controls, the desired vehicle mo-
tion can be computed into a state-space trajectory, which span over a number
of degrees of freedom [11]. This trajectory can be conceived to be an effect
arising from global forces acting on the vehicle’s centre of gravity. These
forces are then distributed, via the force allocation procedure (see Figure 1.5)
to each tyre [12]. This procedure is complex due to infinite sets of tyre forces,
which can end up in the same global forces. Thus, due to the mathematically
under-determined nature of the force allocation problem formulation, the solver
methodology needs to be thoroughly scrutinised.

A suggested solver methodology in this thesis is to use constrained, linear,
least-square optimisation, similar to the methodology used in [13]. As previ-
ously discussed, the tyre and actuator are not limitless. Therefore, these limi-
tations need to be incorporated into the force allocation problem formulation.
Various optimisation methods for solving similar force allocation problems for
flight control have been evaluated in [14, 15].

Path
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Actuator

and tyre

dynamics

Vehicle

dynamics

Reference signals
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and cost

functions
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trajectory

Figure 1.5: Principle of vehicle control
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In order to drive the force allocation procedure towards a desired solution,

additional cost functions are added to reformulate the problem. Thus, solutions
that contribute to the designated cost functions are prioritised above other so-
lutions. This can be used to set a favourable vehicle response. In this thesis,
cost functions are used to favour small force deviations from nominal levels
and better utilise adhesion potential in the tyre contact patch. The latter is
used to ensure the stability margin of the vehicle, which has been elaborated
in [16, 17]. Depending on the adopted cost functions, an exact solution of the
force allocation formulation may not exist.

The path controller studied [paper B], as illustrated in Figure 1.5, is de-
signed to minimise deviations of the desired trajectory by changing its outputs
of global force references. Controllers adopted for similar tasks have been in-
vestigated in [13, 18].

Î��$#%�
	 FROPJ��+MWJ�� UfT,�<T J��+Z OlU^LþT+Z`L.-/�+I��<T`\°F e10 JKUÞ\^Z`T+Z`LNMWJKZaÌNU^L£OlZWI
Actuators in the ACM are used to generate the reference forces; the in-wheel
motor generates longitudinal tyre forces, steering actuators generate lateral tyre
forces and finally one actuator controls the vertical tyre forces. These actuators
are controlled by compiling the reference tyre forces into tyre slip angles and
vertical tyre force needed. This is accomplished by inverse tyre models, where
the tyre slip angles are separated from one another and assigned to each actua-
tor, as seen in Figure 1.6.

Inverse

tyre models

In-wheel motor and
friction brake dynamics

Wheel
geometry

Steering actuator
dynamics

Vertical load
dynamics

Wheel i (i=1,2,3,4)

Wheel torque

Steering

Vertical load

Friction coefficient in

the tyre contact patch

Lateral tyre force

reference

Vertical tyre force

reference

Longitudinal tyre

force reference

Figure 1.6: Force assignment to ACM actuators
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This paper describes and reviews associated findings. Research findings indi-
cate that the ACM is capable of covering a extensive range of “stand-alone”
functions, which have been used for conventional vehicles to achieve benefits
in vehicle dynamics. Associated findings suggest methods for chassis control,
where tyre forces can be allocated from a vehicle trajectory description. In
addition, these indicate that the ACM introduces new opportunities and shows
itself to be a promising enabler for vehicle dynamic functions.

8 = �'ø5* áD;E=F'(�=8.�,/>/,<(�G $87 =@& ø®>3øäâ](+*-,3â ;)ø5A@,3â|>3øHB6,<(+AI�'ø5*�? =%J&5ø5&)(K? =®å	&5ø§(�,9&LJ�B A5øäø®>E? $5(�$8*B4 :	0�*-,9&5å ø®>3øäâ](+*-,3âf=8>)7K=@0@><(�4�C
This paper presents an analysis of the stability of an electric vehicle equipped
with in-wheel motors and individual steering actuators. The vehicle stability
has been evaluated by simulations via an injection of an electrical fault, arising
from a 30 kW electric permanent-magnet synchronous-machine. It is shown
that the electrical fault risks a major decline in vehicle stability if the correct
counteraction is not quickly undertaken. However, by introducing a path con-
troller combined with an unsophisticated procedure of tyre force allocation,
stability can be maintained. This inherent capacity to handle faults is attractive,
especially since no additional fault handling strategy or hardware is needed.
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In this paper, the ACM is studied adopting the procedures of tyre force alloca-
tion by optimisation, where a linear description of tyre and actuator constraints
is formulated. In order to evaluate the proposed vehicle control principle [paper
B], the ACM vehicle is exposed to realistic fault conditions. If these conditions
occur during extreme driving scenarios, the path controller can hardly maintain
stability. However, if the constraints in the optimisation procedure used for tyre
force allocation are adapted to the specific fault, stability is secured. The paper
also demonstrates how limited computational capacity used in the optimisation
solver can result in unwanted interactions between the individual actuators and
thus, indirectly affect vehicle stability.
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In this paper, a vehicle exploiting ACMs has been forced to follow a trajectory,
identical to a conventional front-steered vehicle trajectory under an evasive ma-
noeuvre. Tyre force allocation by optimisation has been adopted, which also
involves vertical tyre forces, along with tyre force constraints and cost functions
to favour a desired solution. This has been evaluated as open-loop, where tyre
forces needed are identified and they are shown to be allocated in a different
manner than in conventional front-steered vehicles. A suggested approach for
control of steering actuators is presented, where the actuator limitation is re-
lated to the lateral force possible. Finally, the force allocation strategy involves
the ability to control vehicle slip independently from vehicle yaw rate, which is
used to increase adhesion potential.
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The main scientific contributions in this thesis can be summarised as follows:

1. The ACM capability and its possible uses related to associated research
findings [paper A].

2. The closed-loop control principle of ACM using a simple procedure of
force allocation [paper B], is shown to have an in-built robustness to
faults. This inherent capacity can ensure vehicle stability with no need
of additional fault handling strategy or hardware.

3. The control of ACMs particulary in on-board implementations are de-
scribed in [paper C]. Force constraints are linearised and sample fre-
quency is considered to reduce computational effort. Sample frequency
is related to actuator interaction and vehicle stability.

4. Feedback of actuator constraints into the force allocation procedure is of
high importance even when faults occur. Without adaptation of actua-
tor constraints vehicle stability is threatened, especially during extreme
driving conditions [paper C].

5. It is demonstrated that the ACM is capable of imitating motion character-
istics of a conventional vehicle trajectory, but with better use of adhesion
potential. By reducing vehicle slip, the ACM even demonstrates an im-
provement in adhesion potential [paper D].
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This thesis presents a novel class of vehicles with the ability to control tyre
forces more freely than in conventional vehicles. One contribution to this tech-
nology is the autonomous corner modules, which is adopted and described in
this thesis. This specific vehicle configuration is, because of all functions im-
plemented in software, fully dependent on appropriate control. A control prin-
ciple of ACM vehicles is developed and evaluated involving a procedure of tyre
force allocation and control of the ACM actuators.

The range of possible motions for conventional vehicles is limited due to
restrictions of wheel kinematics, and in turn, constraints in tyre forces. The
constitution of the ACM and the adopted control principle is shown to be able
to resolve tyre force constraints. Hence, an extensive range of vehicle motion
is enabled, which can be used to change motion characteristics. One exam-
ple of this is for cornering manoeuvres. Here, the ACM vehicle demonstrates
its capacity to control vehicle slip and yaw independently from one another.
This is attractive, since driver perception can be dynamically changed. In addi-
tion, these quantities can be differently mixed in order to assign specific motion
characteristics during hazardous events. Under extreme conditions, the ACM
vehicle is shown to be capable of diagonal movements, it rapidly executes a
lateral manoeuvre and still maintains a modest yaw movement.

The tyre force allocation procedure is flexible and can be used to utilise ad-
hesion potential better than in conventional vehicles. Thus, the margins of the
tyre force constraints are kept equal and vehicle stability can be better main-
tained.

It is also shown that the ACM vehicle has an extraordinarily inherent ca-
pacity to handle faults. This capacity is useful since electrical faults are com-
monly considered to be a well-know problem for this type of vehicle configura-
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tion. One conceivable risk is the entry of electrical machines with permanent-
magnets, which can endanger vehicle stability if the control of them fails. How-
ever, the results presented in this thesis show that the ACM control principle
along with adaptation of the constraints for the specific fault, cancel out these
risks.

Obviously, the development of ACM vehicles addresses new challenges.
One of them is related to the driver interface and the anticipated response of
vehicle and driver controllers. Another challenge is also to offer a vehicle with
sufficient degree of dependability. In addition, the development of electric ac-
tuators will meet difficulties due to the demands on high force and compact
design. Nevertheless, the results presented in this thesis show that the ACM
solution offers new opportunities and enables new vehicle dynamic functions.
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• The tyres considered in this work has been modelled as ordinary car

tyres. However, tyres for conventional vehicles are developed for best
performance involving a variety of compromises for attributes, such as;
low rolling resistance, low tyre wear and sufficient grip. This compro-
mise is not based on a tyre where wheel kinematics is expanded, espe-
cially for dynamical alignments of wheel camber. Given this situation,
there is a need to investigate if a novel tyre design can offer any conceiv-
able options.

• It is of considerable interest to reduce power consumption of ACM actu-
ators. One area that could be studied is; the process of steering the wheel
by moving steering actuators non-symmetrically combined with camber
variations [19].

f $5(2,3$'& âf$'&)(+*B$1>
• In this thesis, robustness to faults has been evaluated in-depth. However,

there is a considerable interest to further investigate the capacity of the
ACM vehicle to handle disturbances in a wider perspective, e.g. in the

hPÊ
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case of a puncture or exposure from side wind.

• Involve predictive control methods, where the vehicle states can be pre-
dicted. These methods benefit from adjusting the force constraints in
order to optimise the vehicle response in advance.

• The tyre force models applied in this thesis are not valid for low speed
(approximately below 5 km/h). It is of considerable interest to further
develop and evaluate the control principle using appropriate tyre models
for low speed manoeuvres.

• The control task involves dead times. These originate from delays in
ACM actuators, such as friction brakes, and also deterministic delay in
data bus. Since these dead times can hardly be tackled by the proposed
control principle, further improvement is suggested.

• The ACM ability to control vehicle slip and vehicle yaw individually is
most interesting, since the perception of cornering can be addressed to
the specific brand. This ability enables new functions of active vehicle
safety. Therefore, there is a considerable interest to develop an inherent
control method for this matter.

• The driver interface is not considered in this thesis. However, by merging
driver models into the ACM models, vehicle response could be evaluated
under more realistic conditions.

k ø5A@,3â|>3øl? $	:�ø®>/>/,9&5å
• The sensor signals used, such as vehicle state and friction coefficient,

have been assumed to be ideal without any errors. Realistic implemen-
tations comprise sensors and state observers, where signals need not be
accurately measured and estimated. Hence, it is highly interesting to
evaluate the vehicle response to errors for these signals, thus the impor-
tance of the different estimates can be rated.
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• The ACM is characterised by high degrees of freedom as concerns wheel

kinematics. If the number of degrees of freedom, for some reason needs
to be reduced, it is would be of particular interest to categorise the adopted
restrictions to the implications of vehicle dynamics.

• In this thesis, vertical dynamics involving the sprung and unsprung masses
are intentionally ignored. It is worth considering the effect of these dy-
namics for vehicle response and also developing control methods, where
the state of the car body and the unsprung masses can be controlled.

• There is a definite need to validate the ACM vehicle, by implementing
computer models in physical demonstrators.
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